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Introduction
The past two decades have witnessed a rapidly growing interest in university-industry interaction as governments have aimed at increasing the economic returns to public research. A key issue in this context concerns the relevance of geographically bounded knowledge spillovers from public research to the private sector (Jaffe 1989, Fritsch and Slatchev 2007) . This question is of direct policy relevance as knowledge spillovers provide an economic rationale for the public support of research activities, and their geographic range conditions the extent to which the benefits of support measures accrue in the jurisdiction that bears the costs of these measures. The more the diffusion of knowledge is constrained by geography, be it at the regional level or the level of a (small) country, the stronger are the incentives of policy makers in the respective region or country to invest in their domestic universities and public research organizations. In contrast, the rationale for (decentralized) support of public research is much weaker if unmediated knowledge spillovers are either of minor importance or turn out to be geographically unbounded.
In this study, we empirically analyze the relationship between co-location and the time lag between patented technology and non-patent literature (mostly scientific literature) cited by the respective patents. Our empirical approach is based on the insight by Jaffe et al. (1993) that as a piece of initially localized knowledge gets older, it should increasingly be diffused to more distant locations. Accordingly, co-located firms should be faster to absorb new scientific knowledge than more distant ones. In addition, a direct relationship between geographic proximity and the timely access to new knowledge need not be due to unmediated knowledge spillovers (Breschi and Lissoni 2001) , but could also derive from other factors such as collaborative research or labor mobility that are favored by geographic proximity. We use several variants of our basic empirical design to probe into alternative mechanisms that also could cause citation lags to vary with geographic proximity.
The empirical context of our analysis is the Dutch polymer industry and the related polymer science. This is a particularly suitable empirical context because science-industry interaction is pronounced in polymer technology, where it has a history of at least 150 years (Walsh 1984 , Murmann 2003 . Looking at citation lags to non-patent literature (NPL for short) in all Dutch corporate polymer patents since 1960, we find that Dutch NPL is indeed cited more quickly than foreign NPL. However, this effect disappears once self-citations are controlled for. Faster citations of domestic NPL mostly reflect individual-level selfcitations, and to a lesser extent intra-organizational self-citations. These findings suggest that innovation policies should be oriented towards direct interaction and mobility schemes of researchers as carriers of embodied knowledge, since co-location per se may have little effect on the diffusion of knowledge (Breschi and Lissoni 2009) . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the use of NPL citations as measures of knowledge flows from public research and derives hypotheses on the association of geography and the length of citation lags. Section 3 introduces the data used in the econometric analysis. Results of this analysis are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.
Patent citations as a measure of knowledge flows from public research
The idea of geographically bounded knowledge spillovers as an explanation for the regional concentration of industries dates back to Alfred Marshall (1920) . In his famous expression, in regions that have a high concentration of firms active in the same industry, industry-specific knowledge may be "as it were in the air" and provide producers in these regions with significant advantages over more isolated competitors. Following Marshall, localized knowledge spillovers have become a cornerstone of theories of industrial agglomeration -notwithstanding the fact that they are notoriously difficult to identify empirically. Jaffe et al. (1993) first used patent citations as a proxy of knowledge spillovers. Patent applications contain citations to those earlier technologies that are most closely related to the citing patent. If localized knowledge spillovers exist, patent citations will be geographically concentrated. This is indeed found by Jaffe et al. (1993) at different geographic scales (U.S. statistical regions, U.S. states and entire countries), even after controlling for the uneven geographic concentration of firms within an industry. Also consistent with localized knowledge spillovers, these authors find that the localization of citations is reduced with an increasing time lag between the cited and the citing patent. In addition, there is stronger evidence of localization at smaller geographic scales as well as for the citation of university-owned patents.
Besides refining the methodology pioneered by Jaffe et al. (1993) 1 , subsequent contributions have challenged the interpretation that patent citations reflect unmediated knowledge spillovers. Feldman (1999) raised early concerns about interpreting local (patent) citations as indicating localized knowledge spillovers. What appears as knowledge spillovers might be caused by other mechanisms at the regional level that are difficult to disentangle. In this context Feldman emphasizes the important role of individuals as carriers of knowledge. Breschi and Lissoni (2001) likewise argue that the localization of patent citations is difficult to explain by knowledge spillovers because patents are codified knowledge having public-goods characteristics and should therefore be available even at longer distances. They also suggest that the benefits of knowledge flows can often be internalized by the affected parties. For example, knowledgeable employees may be able to negotiate higher wages when changing jobs. In addition, social networks and interpersonal contacts play an important role in turning knowledge from a public good into a club good (see also Geroski 1995) . Breschi and Lissoni (2001) suggest that the degree of tacitness may be deliberately increased by inventors to restrict the usability of the knowledge disclosed in their patents. In this case, only those agents (i.e., members of the "club") are able to utilize the knowledge who have access both to the patent itself and to the complementary insights that remain non-codified. The latter are personally bounded and shared only within the network. Localization of citations may then result from the localization of social networks, while mere co-location (without being member of the network or "club") does not allow outsiders to access the knowledge.
Using an extended version of the empirical design developed by Jaffe et al. (1993) , Breschi and Lissoni (2009) show that substantial shares of patent citations are made within networks of inventors linked by coinventorship, as well as by inventors having patents with different applicants. Since social networks are often geographically localized, the citation flows are also localized. However, this localization does not stem from co-location per se, but from the proximity of inventors in social networks. These social networks, in turn, are mainly the result of labor moving between companies, hereby connecting intra-organizational teams into larger social networks that span entire industries.
While Jaffe et al. (1993) mainly focused on intra-industry knowledge flows, the idea of geographically bounded knowledge spillovers has also been applied to the diffusion of knowledge from universities and other public research organizations. Again, patent citations can be used to proxy for these knowledge flows, as was for instance done by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1996) in a follow-up paper analyzing the citations to university-owned patents. They assume that the citation likelihood of a given patent initially increases with time because the underlying knowledge gets increasingly well known. Subsequently the citation likelihood is predicted to decrease as the respective knowledge eventually becomes obsolete. Both effects are shown to be significant, resulting in a skewed inversely u-shaped distribution of the citation lag. The maximum number of citations is found for a lag of about three years. The authors also report a positive country-level localization effect on the citation rate. This effect is decreasing with longer time lags, consistent with spatial diffusion of knowledge over time. Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1999) confirm their previous findings on a national scale. The speed of knowledge diffusion is described as dependent on the geographic, institutional and technological distance inventors and inventions are apart from each other. The closer inventors are in these dimensions the higher their chance to profit from each other's newly created knowledge. Institutional self-citations (citations of same corporate organization) are found to have the fastest citation rates.
In the institutional framework of open science, publications rather than patents are the primary channel of disclosing new knowledge. As patents often contain citations to NPL, which indeed mostly consists of scientific publications (Callaert et al. 2006) , knowledge flows from public research can be traced by studying the citations to NPL found in patent documents (Roach and Cohen 2013) . A NPL document is cited in a patent if no relevant patent literature can be found and the cited document is considered either to contribute significantly to the state of the art or to be a relevant piece of knowledge making the invention of the patented technology possible (Tijssen 2002) . Because citing patent documents is typically favored over citing NPL, finding an NPL citation indicates that the patent contributes to a technological field where no (patented) technology existed at the time when the patent application was filed. In addition, NPL represents citations of non-patentable knowledge such as scientific theories or discoveries (Grupp and Schmoch 1992) . Since NPL is often scientific literature, NPL citations have been utilized as indicators of the extent to which a technology is science-based (Schmoch 1993) .
Patent citations generally are a noisy indicator of (direct) technological impact and knowledge spillovers since citations do not necessarily indicate "intellectual debt" (Henderson et al. 1998) . NPL citations may also be affected by strategic considerations at the firm and industry levels. In measuring the impact of science on industrial R&D, NPL citations nonetheless appear to be superior to citations of university patents (Roach and Cohen 2013) . Prior research has found that cited scientific publications are not normally the origin of the patented invention (Meyer 2000) . The citation is more likely indicating that the patent is in a field where no patent exists as prior art. The cited non-patent literature then is the closest related publicly available knowledge existing at the time of application. If NPL citations are interpreted in this way, it is of secondary concern who included them in the patent document. The final decision whether a document is cited or not is made by the patent examiner (Criscoulo and Verspagen 2008) . Independently of where the citation originated, applicant or examiner, the cited literature is seen as relevant by the examiner (because it either proves the novelty of the patent or limits the claims). Accordingly, all NPL citations belonging to a patent application can be used for the analysis, independently of who introduced them.
Several prior studies using NPL citations to trace knowledge flows from public research have found that patents are often co-located with the non-patent literature they cite. Narin et al. (1997) report that U.S. inventors tend to cite scientific literature from the U.S. Cited U.S. authors are most often affiliated to universities, but researchers from some major companies (e.g., DuPont, IBM, or Merck) also receive substantial numbers of citations. The cited scientific literature is characterized as basic and recent. In related work on biotechnology and information technology, Verbeek et al. (2003) likewise find a strong national bias in patent citations to NPL, which is interpreted as evidence of geographically bounded knowledge spillovers.
Analogous to the discussion in Breschi and Lissoni (2001) , a variety of factors other than spillovers could give rise to geographic localization of NPL citations. First, as they are exposed to a similar environment, both (publishing) university researchers and (patenting) R&D staff of private-sector firms may be induced to work in the same fields of research. This could for instance result from the support of specific fields of research as parts of regional or national R&D policy initiatives, coordination of universities' research profiles with the needs of regional firms, or even more simply a regional demand for solving specific problems. Second, localized R&D citations might reflect direct collaboration between universities and industries, or the mobility of researchers and graduates from public research to private-sector R&D, where the respective individuals continue to work on similar issues. These conjectures resonate with the findings by Breschi and Lissoni (2009) that social networks are the main carrier of patent citations. Finally, NPL citations might even reflect that the same individuals or research groups both publish and patent closely related results. 2 Additional insights into the factors underlying the localization of patent citations can be gained from taking a closer look at the timing of citations, which will be in the focus of the empirical analysis presented in this paper. As noted above, it was an early insight by Jaffe et al. (1993) that the localization of spillovers should fade out over time as knowledge diffuses in space via direct interaction and/or is increasingly codified. The same rationale suggests that if scientific knowledge is "sticky" in terms of geography, then we should observe a direct relationship between geographic distance and the time lags of NPL citations: earlier citations of NPL should be more likely to be from geographically close patents than from more distant ones. This conjecture leads to our first hypothesis:
H1: Citations to geographically proximate NPL have shorter citation lags than citations to distant NPL.
Shorter citation lags of co-located patents as predicted by H1 need not be caused by unmediated knowledge spillovers, however. One indication of alternative channels of knowledge flows would be provided by finding extremely short citation lags for co-located NPL. Developing patentable technologies and producing publishable scientific results both require substantial amounts of time. Extremely short citation lags are therefore suggestive of a temporal overlap in private and public research efforts -the new technological and scientific knowledge may both have been generated at the same time, and the citing inventors may have known about the results of the cited research well before these were published.
Besides early familiarity, self-citations at the individual and organizational levels provide a direct measure of the extent to which NPL citations reflect direct interaction within networks or organizations, or even the identity of citing inventors and cited NPL authors, rather than by unmediated Marshallian knowledge spillovers. Various situations may lead to self-citations of NPL. Self-citations may be due to industry scientists who not only patent but also publish (Stephan 1996 , Stern 2004 , and also to patenting activities of researchers employed at universities and public research organizations (Azoulay et al. 2009 ). In both cases, we would expect to find self-citations both at the individual and the organizational level. Alternatively, self-citations may reflect that co-located firms and universities collaborate in knowledge production. For instance, we might then find university researchers listed as co-inventors of corporate patents, whereas their university affiliations would normally be listed on the cited NPL. In this case, the selfcitation would only be picked up at the individual level, but not at the organizational level. The same would be expected if self-citations reflect labor mobility, for instance when university researchers migrate to the private sector and are subsequently involved in their new employers' patenting activities. Finally, citations may be made to NPL that originated within the same organization (firm or university) but by different individuals. For patent-to-patent citations Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1999) indeed find shorter citation lags when citing and cited patent originated from the same firm. In this case, it could be argued that the organization-level self-citation reflects Marshallian knowledge spillovers, particularly in large organizations where the respective individuals may not even know each other. It is therefore relevant to identify selfcitations at the organizational as well as the individual level.
These considerations suggest that short citation lags of co-located patent-NPL-pairs may be driven by various kinds of processes resulting in self-citations at the individual and/or organizational level. Eliminating self-citations should then reduce the differences in citation lags between co-located and distant citations, which informs our second hypothesis:
H2: Shorter citations lags of geographically proximate NPL are due to self-citations at the individual and organizational level.
In prior studies, various geographic scales have been utilized to trace geographically bounded knowledge spillovers. For instance, the seminal paper by Jaffe et al. (1993) investigates localization at the level of U.S. statistical areas, U.S. states and entire economies. The work by Narin et al. (1997) on NPL citations focuses on the country level and finds a pronounced tendency of U.S. patents to cite domestic science. We follow the lead of these studies and test hypotheses H1 and H2 at the country level in the context of the Dutch polymer industry. In this context, the small size of the Netherlands is noteworthy. In terms of total size, the Netherlands are smaller than most U.S. states, and only about 50% larger than a small U.S. state such as Massachusetts or even an individual region such as the Bay Area. 3 Given the limited size of the country, almost the entire population lives less than two hours apart from each other. Considering the locations of the relevant players in polymer science and industry, travel times are even smaller. Except for the University of Groningen in the North, they hardly exceed 90 minutes.
Dataset
A new dataset with NPL citations in the Dutch polymer industry was developed to test the hypotheses formulated above. It originates from the PATSTAT patent database published by the EPO (version April 2008) and is restricted to patent applications by the major Dutch organizations active in polymer technology, including companies (AkzoNobel, Koninklijke DSM, Philips, Royal Dutch Shell, Stamicarbon, Unilever), universities, as well as TNO, the Dutch public research organization of applied scientific research.
A two-stage process was applied to retrieve the patent data from PATSTAT. First, all worldwide polymer patent applications were obtained by searching for patent documents with an international patent classification (IPC) related to polymer technology. 4 In the second step all patent documents associated to one of the selected Dutch applicants were filtered out. A total of 31,679 patent documents was obtained from the patent search. Patent documents were grouped according to DOCDB patent families, 5 which condensed the dataset to 9,003 DOCDB patent families. (In what follows, we will refer to these families as 3 The Netherlands cover an area of about 41,500 square kilometers. This compares to about 27,300 square kilometers for Massachusetts or about 27,600 square kilometers for the San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland CA Combined Statistical Area. 4 The following IPC were included in the query: C08F, C08G, C08K, C08L, C09D 5 The DOCDB patent families combine all patent documents related to the same priority patent applications. This proceeding is necessary to avoid double counting since worldwide patent documents are used. Duplicated patent applications arise if a patent is filed in several countries. For every country a separate patent application has to be submitted at the country's patent office. For the patent examination the priority date of the original filing will be used. If adjustments on the patent application are required new documents are included as well.
"patents".) Information corresponding to the patents (e.g., the year of filing) was obtained from the priority patent document. The further process of data assembly followed the basic procedure of Narin et al. (1997) . First, information about patent references was retrieved from the patent documents. Second, citations were searched in a database of scientific literature and categorized by type of publication. Finally, characteristics of the cited patent document were related to those of the cited NPL.
The empirical analysis focuses on the patents' backward citations, using all citations of all members of the respective patent family. In our sample we found 1,088 patents referencing 3,104 NPL citations. NPL can include any kind of publicly available information source (other than patents). There is also no convention on citation rules for the inclusion of an NPL citation. As a result, NPL citations are included in a very unsystematic manner and substantial manual standardization efforts were required. Further information about the NPL was collected from Scopus and Web of Science. If an NPL was not listed in these databases a web-based search was undertaken. 6 By using DOCDB patent families duplicated patent-NPL-pairs might arise if a NPL is cited on several patent documents belonging to the same patent family. In our sample we identified 41 duplicates that had to be excluded from the sample.
To investigate the origin of NPL citations in more detail, the bibliographic information was categorized into several groups. According to document type, NPL was first grouped into (i) Scientific publication databases were used for the identification of journals. Conference proceedings and publications related to symposia were identified by the name of the respective documents, which commonly contain the word "conference" or "symposium". It was impossible to distinguish between scientific and non-scientific conferences. Therefore the category symposium refers to any kind of publication related to a meeting. Handbooks and encyclopedias were identified by a manual web-based search. Encyclopedias collect knowledge over a long time period and contain entries on knowledge created in different times. Encyclopedias are treated as a separate category because often several editions of the same encyclopedia are cited, which makes it almost impossible to calculate the correct citation lag for them. Because of these difficulties all 115 citations made to encyclopedias were excluded from the analysis. Company bulletins include direct publications of the companies as well as specific journals for defensive publishing. 7 All other documents such as PhD theses, reports of industrial and scientific associations, standards and internet sources were summarized in the category "other kind of publication". In case of doubt a web based search was undertaken. All NPL was manually checked after the categorization.
The NPL was also categorized according to the affiliation of its authors. Because many publications have authors affiliated to different organizations, a single piece of NPL may be associated with multiple affiliations. If an author was affiliated to multiple institutions, all of them were taken into account. Three types of organizations were distinguished: universities [affiliation university], research organizations (private and public) [affiliation research institute], and companies [affiliation company]. Some affiliations could not be identified unambiguously and were categorized as "no affiliation mentioned". In addition, it 6 A similar search was undertaken for the chemical abstracts listed as NPL citations. Chemical Abstracts (CA) show summarized information about all kinds of chemical publications. They are built on a major information source in chemistry about chemical procedures and substances. 359 of the NPL listed are chemical abstracts. In many cases only the abstract identification number is cited. The SciFinder database was used to gain the information of the originating document. CA can refer to any kind of literature. Mostly scientific articles are cited, but also patent information is summarized. In many cases Japanese patents are found to be the disclosing source of the CA (this corresponds to the findings of Grupp and Schmoch (1992) ). 7 To some extent these journals serve similar purposes for companies as patents do. Companies publish their invention to prevent competitors from entering the market. They signal that they are already active in this field and prevent competitors from filing patents on the same technology (Grupp and Schmoch 1992). proved impossible to clearly distinguish between private and public research organizations. We assume that the location of the affiliation coincides with the place where the knowledge was created. In most cases the country information was directly taken from the original document. If no further information was available the headquarter country for companies and research institutes was used. In addition to Dutch NPL [affiliation NL], we also identify NPL from the neighboring countries, Germany [affiliation DE] and Belgium [affiliation BE]. Because Shell and Unilever are partly located in the UK, another dummy is implemented for the UK [affiliation UK]. Regardless of where they originate from, almost all titles suggest that the respective NPL documents are written in English.
For a small number of NPL documents not all required information for the analysis could be retrieved. Because of the crucial importance of timing for this study, all citation pairs had to be excluded for which either no date of the NPL publication or no date of the patent filing was available. This reduced the dataset by another 88 pairs. The final sample contains 828 patents with 2,344 NPL citations. On average each patent contains 2.83 NPL citations. This is similar to the average of 2.68 citations found by Callaert et al. (2006) for European chemistry patents.
Descriptive statistics of the main variables are presented in Table 1 8 . A total of 181 NPL documents (7.72%) are Dutch. U.S. NPL [represented by the variable affiliation US] is dominant with 38.31% of all citations. In terms of affiliations, universities account for over 50% of the NPL while companies appear as author affiliations on almost 30% of the NPL. This shows that companies contribute a significant share of all scientific publications relevant to (patented) commercial applications. Dutch NPL is more often company affiliated than foreign NPL. The ratio of Dutch company publications to Dutch university publications (0.76) is substantially higher than that for foreign publications (0.45). With over 75% journal publications are the most prominent type of outlet. Regarding the mean citation lag, a strong variation can be observed between the different NPL categories. With 5.54 years the average citation lag of Dutch NPL is far below the overall average, while more distant locations such as the USA show above average citation lags. This seems to confirm our expectations. In general citation lags of university NPL are slightly below the average, while citations to company affiliated NPL are slightly above the overall average. Dutch universities [captured in the variable affiliation NL university], however, are found to have a very low average citation lag of 3.82 years. Some NPL citations date far back in time, reaching a maximum lag of 105 years. Dutch NPL is more recent with a maximum lag of 37 years.
Table 1: Descriptive statistics of NPL subgroups
The distribution of the NPL citation lags is presented in Figure 1 . 9 The maximum citation lag is 105 years. The use of priority dates also leads to a total of 49 NPL citations with negative citation lags. Negative lags may emerge for different reasons. Beside some erroneous entries that could not be detected it is possible that the cited literature was already publicly available when the patent application was filed (e.g., in form of a working paper) but the official publication was launched afterwards. In addition, some citations are listed in patents even though they were published after the priority date. Citations to unpublished work can be included if they are seen as important for the understanding of the technology that is claimed to be protected. Such citations do not affect the newness of the invention (Akers 2000) . We correct the negative lags to zero based on the assumption that the cited work was existent but unpublished (or published as working paper) when the patent application was submitted. The solid line in Figure 1 visualizes the impact 9 Using the priority date of the patent family causes a slightly different distribution of the citation lag than the calculation on the basis of the patent documents date would provide. The cited literature is shifted closer to the application dates of the citing patents. of correcting the negative lags. Only five NPL with a negative lag above four years were found. Because no plausible explanation for these observations could be found, they were eliminated from the dataset.
The lag distribution of all NPL is consistent with the conjecture developed by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1996) that published knowledge becomes better known over time. In addition, older knowledge is also more likely to be obsolete and thus to be cited less often. However, the Dutch NPL shows a different distribution. Besides the shorter tail the high percentage of zero-lag citations is striking. These citations are included in the same year in which the patent application was filed. While this finding is consistent with our first hypothesis -Dutch affiliated NPL are cited more rapidly than foreign NPL -it may also be due to mechanisms other than unmediated knowledge spillovers.
Figure 1: Distribution of the citation lags

Econometric analysis
Basic approach
We use the patent-NPL citation pairs identified in the PATSTAT data and employ hazard models to estimate whether Dutch NPL is cited systematically faster by Dutch polymer patents than NPL originating from other countries. Since citation lags as the outcome of interest are available only in annual intervals, we employ discrete-time hazard models. Specifically, we estimate complementary log-log hazard models, which are commonly used to analyze discrete-time data representing an underlying continuous-time process. These can be specified as follows (cf. Jenkins 1995 Jenkins , 2005 :
where h j is the hazard rate for the j-th time interval, β is a vector of coefficients and X a vector of independent variables. We specify γ i with a logarithmic link function, which corresponds to a continuoustime parametric hazard model in the Weibull specification (ibid.). As some patents cite multiple pieces of NPL we calculate significance levels based on clustered standard errors in order to account for heteroscedasticity.
Control variables
In addition to the main explanatory variables described in Section 3 above, several further control variables are included in the analysis. First, the number of other NPL [number of NPL cited] and other (patent) citations [number of patent citations] was calculated for each patent. Many patents include more than one citation. The number of NPL cited in a patent may serve as an indicator for the relatedness to science of the patented technology (Branstetter 2005) . The total number of patent citations reflects the complexity of the patented technology. According to Tijssen (2002) , patents with many references have more claims and therefore more technical applications. They are more complex, consequently more literature needs to be included to define the state of the art. More complex and scientific technologies tend to go in line with more recent scientific findings.
Second, the dataset includes many patent families that contain an EPO application. In comparison with individual national applications the European patent application is more expensive (in terms of direct and indirect costs, e.g. for patent attorneys). Applicants might file only those applications at the EPO that are of a higher expected value or have a higher probability to be granted. Besides this potential bias for European patents national examiners might cite more domestic literature (Collins and Wyatt 1988) . As noted above, inventors have been found to cite scientific literature from their home country more often than expected (Narin et al. 1997 ). This might be a result of a better and deeper knowledge of the domestic scientific environment. If examiners have better knowledge about the existing domestic literature they might also cite more recent literature than their colleges at foreign patent offices do. To control for such biases, variables indicating NPL citations originating from the EPO [patent office EP] and the Dutch patent office [patent office NL], respectively, are included in the model. Third, the dataset includes all polymer patents filed by the major Dutch companies active in polymer production, by Dutch universities [university patent] and by the TNO [TNO patent]. University and TNO patents might systematically cite more recent scientific literature. The main objective of universities and TNO is to produce publishable findings rather than to file patents. We therefore expect university inventions to be more closely related to recent scientific findings.
Finally, van Vianen et al. (1990) point to differences in the age distribution of patent citations in different technological fields. Polymers can be used in many different technological fields. Even if the dataset is restricted to polymer patents there might be differences between the chemical subfields where polymers are used. Therefore control variables for the sub-disciplines in chemistry are introduced. The technology classes (IPC) of the patents are classified into industrial fields as suggested by Schmoch (2008) . The following nine dummies [IPC dummies] are included (numbers in parentheses show how often the class is represented in the dataset, where a given patent can be a member of different subgroups): Organic fine chemistry (840), biotechnology (91), pharmaceuticals (76), food chemistry (14), basic materials chemistry (671), materials, metallurgy (198), surface technology, coating (143), micro-structural and nano-technology (2), chemical engineering (205) and environmental technology (6).
Localized knowledge spillovers
Regression results for the full sample are presented in Table 2 . In Model 1 we find a significantly positive coefficient for the variable denoting Dutch NPL [affiliation NL]. In the search for related literature to a patent's technology, Dutch affiliated NPL face a higher "risk" to be cited, that is, are cited more rapidly. This result supports our first hypothesis. Compared to company NPL, NPL from universities [affiliation university] and other public research organizations [affiliation research institute] is cited more rapidly. In Model 2 we introduce four individual dummies to combine the distinction across types of affiliation with the distinction between Dutch and foreign NPL. To economize on degrees of freedom, NPL from universities and research institutes are aggregated in these dummies. The estimated coefficients indicate that NPL from Dutch public research [affiliation NL univ./inst.] are cited more rapidly than Dutch company NPL [affiliation NL company] , NPL from public research outside the Netherlands [affiliation non-NL univ./inst.] , and also foreign company NPL [omitted reference group]. Coefficient estimates are significantly different at the 1% level, suggesting that knowledge from domestic public research diffused most rapidly.
In order to treat all citations equally we adjust our dataset further. As Dutch publications have been relevant only since the 1960s (see Table 1 ) we limit all observed NPL citations to those published after 1960. While we have no real explanation why relevant Dutch publications are not cited before 1960 we decided to give both groups (Dutch and non-Dutch affiliated) the same chance to be cited. We further exclude all university and TNO patents because their citation behavior may differ from that of company patents. 10 Results for the adjusted dataset are presented in Models 3 and 4. Even though the coefficient of Dutch affiliated NPL is reduced, it is still positive and highly significant in Model 3. Also in line with Model 1, university affiliated NPL are found to have systematically shorter citations lags. Model 4 reproduces the finding that NPL from Dutch public research is cited most rapidly. In contrast, the coefficient for Dutch company NPLs is no longer significant at the five percent level. 11
Table 2: Estimation of the citation lag
In Hypothesis 2 we suggested self-citations at the organizational and individual level as a possible driver of shorter citation lags. To probe into this conjecture, we took a closer look at the NPL citations in our restricted dataset limited to company patents and post-1960 NPL. In particular we searched for NPL authors having the same affiliation as the citing patent [subsumed into the variable same applicant affiliation] and also identified self-citations at the individual level (at least one inventor is also listed among the authors of the NPL) [same author inventor]. To this purpose, family names of inventors and authors were matched by patent. Inventor names were first cleaned. Where positive matches were found, a manual check for false positive matches was made by comparing initials. As most names in the dataset are Dutch and frequently contain several initials, this method allowed for reliable identification of individuals. Affiliations of the authors of Dutch NPL were manually standardized and matched with patent applicant names. For non-university affiliations that were not in the list of applicants we checked whether the affiliation is a branch or subsidiary of one of the patent applicants in the dataset. Descriptive statistics of these additional variables are presented in Table 1 . For individual self-citations very short average citation lags are found (mean: 3.24 years). Average citation lags of organizational self-citations are also short even if they are a bit longer than those of the individual ones.
129 Dutch NPL are cited by the companies included in our sample. For 52 NPL one of the authors' affiliations corresponds to the patent applicant; i.e. they are based on organization-level self-citations. For 97 NPL or about three quarters of all citations made to Dutch affiliated NPL, at least one author is listed as inventor on the citing patent; i.e. these citations reflect individual-level self-citations. The overlap of the two sets is 29 NPL sharing the affiliation and at least one author. Altogether, these numbers indicate that 120 of the 129 citations made to Dutch affiliated NPL are either affiliated to the patenting company or have at least one inventor and author in common. It is remarkable that among the 97 NPL patent pairs with a common author, 65 NPL have at least one author listed who is affiliated to a university. This is especially true for citations with short citation lags, suggesting that the respective NPL citations may reflect direct university-company collaboration or recent labor mobility of university researchers to the private sector.
The large numbers of correspondences at the individual and organizational level seem to confirm our second hypothesis suggesting that self-citations may be responsible for the shorter time lags of co-localized NPL citations. To test this hypothesis we re-estimate various variants of the earlier models with one or both types of self-citations excluded from the dataset. 12 In this way we hope to estimate only "real" localized knowledge spillover effects, since all internal knowledge sources (same inventor and author and/or same affiliation) are excluded. The results of these estimations are presented as Models 5-10 in Table 3 . In Models 5 and 6, all self-citations at the organizational level are excluded, in Models 7 and 8 all individuallevel self-citations. Models 9 and 10 exclude both types of self-citations.
Consistent with Hypothesis 2, the coefficient of Dutch affiliated NPL [affiliation NL] is reduced and no longer significant when self-citations are excluded. This holds for all three tested variants of the dataset (taking values close to zero in Models 7 and 9). What appeared to be the result of localized knowledge spillovers in the earlier models is thus found to depend strongly on citations that are closely related to the patenting company. Classifying NPL both by type and location, no significant difference in citation lags is found for Dutch public research [affiliation NL univ./inst.] when individual self-citations are excluded (Models 8 and 10). 13 In contrast, we still find significant coefficients for NPL from Dutch public research in Model 6 that only excludes organizational self-citations. This suggests that not controlling for all types of intermediated knowledge sources could lead to faulty conclusions about the existence of local knowledge spillovers. It also suggests the importance of university-industry collaboration and/or individual labor mobility in the diffusion of knowledge from Dutch public research to the Dutch polymer industry. Among foreign NPL, publications from public research are cited significantly more rapidly than those originating from companies. 
Publication outlets
Finally, we look at how the different types of publication outlets are associated with the citation lags of NPL. All the above models include dummy variables denoting handbook publications [handbook] containing highly codified knowledge, symposia and proceedings [symposia] containing the most recent knowledge, and company bulletins mainly used for a company's own publications. Journal articles are the omitted reference category throughout.
Irrespective of the specific model specification and sample, we consistently find that handbooks have significantly lower citation hazards, i.e. they are cited less rapidly than journal articles. Most likely this reflects that handbooks contain general, highly codified knowledge that sets the standard for longer time periods. More interesting is the significantly positive coefficient that is consistently obtained for conferences and symposia proceedings, indicating that they are an important publication medium in polymer science. The knowledge published in those proceedings is not only related to the patented technology but also recent referring to state-of-the-art research findings. This is especially striking since only six of the 122 symposia were held in The Netherlands. Hence, it seems that the temporary co-location of researchers, both from academia and industry, at international symposia provides a key channel of knowledge diffusion (cf. Torre 2008) . In contrast, no significant differences are found between journal publications and company bulletins [company bulletin] in Models 3-10. This is unexpected since company bulletins may be used for defensive publishing and could thus provide firms with a faster and cheaper alternative to patents in protecting against patenting by competitors.
Conclusion -Is there still knowledge in the air?
Studying citation lags of NPL citations in Dutch polymer patents, we found that NPL with Dutch affiliation tend to be cited earlier than geographically distant NPL. While this seems to provide prima facie evidence of localized knowledge spillovers, the lag distribution of co-located NPL indicates that different mechanisms give rise to the shorter citation lag. A large share of localized NPL citations has a lag of zero, which is indicative of simultaneous production of scientific and technological knowledge within a region. A closer look into the nature of co-located NPL citations revealed an important role of organizational and individual self-citations. Excluding these self-citations, significant differences in the citation lags of Dutch and foreign NPL are no longer obtained, which suggests a minor role of unmediated localized knowledge spillovers for the access of innovators to recent scientific knowledge. Consistent with earlier findings based on patent citations (e.g. Breschi and Lissoni 2009), knowledge flows primarily appear to be based on direct collaboration and/or labor mobility. As regards different types of publication outlets, we found that proceedings of conferences and symposia are cited more rapidly than journal articles, indicating the importance of these "temporary clusters" (Maskell et al. 2006 ) of experts in the diffusion of scientific knowledge.
Provided that these findings generalize beyond our specific empirical setting, policy measures targeting the mere co-location of public research and innovative firms do not seem to be focused enough. Instead, direct interaction and mobility across organizational contexts are more promising objects of policy initiatives. Such policies have indeed been enacted in a number of jurisdictions, and university leaderships have also provided stronger incentives to their researchers to engage in private-sector collaboration in recent years. At the same time, the finding that localized knowledge flows are mostly not due to substantial unmediated knowledge spillovers hints at a more circumscribed role of policy interventions (cf. Breschi and Lissoni 2001) . To the extent that the involved parties are able to appropriate the returns to their knowledge, it is not clear whether, and to what extent, their interaction needs to be induced by policy support. In addition, the relevance of individual channels of knowledge transfer and their interplay warrant closer attention. As we noted above, science-industry interaction has a long tradition in polymer technology, where it anteceded most of the measures of present-day innovation policy. Hiring recent graduates was a key channel of knowledge transfer in the 19 th century. It is still widespread today but has received much less policy attention than other transfer channels, e.g., university patents and licensing. Conferences and symposia, suggested above as another relevant channel of knowledge flows, have likewise been all but neglected in recent discussions of science-industry interaction. More research is required whether the present focus on specific transfer channels, at the expense of others, is efficient.
Given that our study focused on a single technological context at one geographic scale and only one country, we are hesitant to derive far-reaching policy implications from our results. It is conceivable that the polymer industry with its long history of university-industry interaction and inter-sectoral labor mobility differs from other innovative industries in aspects that are relevant for the issues discussed in this article. It could also be that specificities of the Dutch innovation system drive our results. Further work would be required to rule out these possibilities, but our results resonate with those of related work by others. They add to the accumulating body of evidence from a variety of empirical contexts and study designs suggesting that less knowledge may be "in the air" than Alfred Marshall conjectured almost 100 years ago. 
